This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.

The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.

The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

**Retro Cross #18**

**Solution: 8 letters**

(3) AMS ANN ARM CML DSO EDU FIN
LIE MDS OSS OUT PRO SEC SOX
TAR UMP YEP ______ YTD (4) ACHE AT NO FRIT
IFFY IFPI IMUS LEON NORA OREO POSE
RAES RANK RANT RECT SOMA THAI UARS
XMEN (5) AMOUR ARGOT CASKS FLASH HUMIN IN ALL
MINIS ON MAP PILAF SAFER SERFS SLOAN TUSKS
UPEND (6) ASIDES CARTES DEIDRE DOCKET DROOLS DROOPY SENSES TALLER (7) ALA MODE DISCARD ENLACES ERASURE INROADS ISOLATE LIONESS MANATEE MINDSET NEMESIS NONSTOP SLICE UP

(11) FRENCH TOAST IRISH COFFEE (13) ENGLISH MUFFIN SPANISH OMELET